UNIVERSITY OF KERALA

No.Ad.A.VI/2/037624/2013

NOTIFICATION

A Walk-in-Interview will be conducted at 10.30 a.m. on October 25th 2013, at the Pro-Vice-Chancellor’s Office, University Buildings, Palayam, Thiruvananthapuram for engagement of One Artist-Photographer on contract basis in the University Department of Botany, for a period of 12 months (1 year) on a consolidated remuneration of Rs.9,000/- per month.

**No. of posts** : One (on contract basis)

**Qualifications** : MGTE or KGTE Drawing - Higher or equivalent qualification. Experience in photography
Desirable: A Diploma/Degree in computer application approved by Government of Kerala

**Age**: Not more than 40 years as on 01.01.2013.

Candidates possessing the required qualification shall appear for the interview with a copy of their bio-data and original certificates/documents to prove age, qualification, experience, equivalency/eligibility etc. copies of the original certificates/documents should also be produced.

No TA/DA will be paid.

Sd/-

University Buildings
Thiruvananthapuram
08.10.2013

REGISTRAR